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In IEEE Communications Magazine, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 1992, pages 56-65Designing an On-Demand Multimedia ServiceP. Venkat Rangan, Harrick M. Vin, and Srinivas RamanathanMultimedia LaboratoryDepartment of Computer Science and EngineeringUniversity of California at San DiegoLa Jolla, CA 92093-0114E-mail: venkat%cs@ucsd.edu, Telephone: (619) 534-5419, Fax: (619) 534-7029AbstractFuture advances in networking coupled with rapid advances in storage technologies will make itfeasible to build a multimedia on-demand server capable of providing services similar to those of aneighborhood videotape rental store on a metropolitan-area network. In this paper, we study vari-ous admission control policies that permit such a multimedia server to satisfy multiple subscriberssimultaneously without violating any of their continuous media playback requirements. We proposea quality proportional policy that retrieves media blocks at a rate proportional on an average tothe playback rates of media streams, but uses a staggered toggling technique by which successivenumbers of media blocks retrieved are �ne-tuned individually to admit and service an optimal num-ber of subscribers simultaneously. This policy permits dynamic additions and deletions of requestsin a transparent manner (i.e., without causing discontinuity in the retrieval of any of the existingrequests). Performance evaluation shows that the quality proportional policy is an order of mag-nitude more scalable compared to straightforward admission control policies such as servicing onesubscriber per disk head and round robin servicing of subscribers. In order to ensure synchronousretrieval of multimedia objects requested by each of the admitted subscriber, we propose a feedbacktechnique in which a multimedia server uses light-weight messages called feedback units generatedby display devices and transmitted back to the server to detect asynchronies during playback. Westudy various resynchronization policies such as, aggressive, conservative, and probabilistic, andcompare their performance for video/audio playback. Whereas aggressive policies perform best onlyat lower playback rates, conservative policies perform best only at higher playback rates. In contrast,probabilistic policies perform uniformly well at all playback rates. The policies and algorithms foradmission control and synchronous retrieval presented in this paper form the basis for a prototypemultimedia server being developed at the UCSD Multimedia Laboratory.
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 1IntroductionFuture advances in networking will make it feasible for digital computer networks to support multi-media transmission. Coupled with the rapid advances in storage technologies, they can be used to builda multimedia on-demand service over metropolitan area networks such as B-ISDN, that are expectedto permeate residential and commercial premises in a manner similar to existing cable TV or telephonenetworks [21]. The design of a high-performance storage server capable of servicing a large number ofmultimedia on-demand retrieval requests from multiple users simultaneously is the subject matter ofthis paper.A multimedia on-demand storage server, which we will refer to as aMultimedia Server in the rest ofthis paper, provides services similar to those of a neighborhood videotape rental store. It digitally storesmultimedia information such as entertainment movies, educational documentaries, advertisements, etc.,on a large array of extremely high-capacity storage devices such as optical or magnetic disks that arerandom accessible with a short seek time, and are permanently on-line. The multimedia server is con-nected to audiophones and videophones (both of which we will, henceforth, refer to as mediaphones)belonging to subscribers via a high-speed metropolitan area networks (see Figure 1). Subscribers canselect multimedia objects through a variety of indices such as subject titles, and request their retrievalfor real-time playbackq. The multimedia server, if it has the necessary resources, satis�es the subscriberrequests by transmitting chosen media segments over high-speed networks to their respective media-phones. The retrieval can be interactive, in the sense that subscribers can stop, pause, resume, and evenrecord1 and edit the media information if they have permissions to do so.The above architectural vision of a multimedia server is feasible within the next several years (ratherthan decades). To see why, consider the storage and transmission capacities required for a multimediaserver. Assuming real-time motion video to require a data rate of about 0.5 Mbytes/s, a 100 minute longmovie requires 3 Gbytes. Storage of 1000 such videos requires a capacity of 3 terabytes. In comparison,capacities of currently available disks are about 5 GBytes, and are expected to increase to 25 Gbytesin a few years. Thus, with an array of 120 disks, a multimedia server can store 1000 popular moviessimultaneously. As for the transmission capacities, �ber-optic networks o�ering gigabyte/sec bandwidthsare already in place, and those o�ering terabyte/sec bandwidths are conjectured to be only a few yearsaway. However, a key deciding factor for the feasibility of such a multimedia server is its economicviability. Assuming costs of about $ 4,000 per disk, the total expected installation cost of a multimediaserver will be $ 0.48 million, which when amortized over 1000 subscribers is about $ 480 per subscriber,making it a viable alternative to owning a VCR.The development of a multimedia on-demand service is guided by two distinguishing requirementsof media playback:1Throughout this paper, we will use the terms playback and retrieval, as well as recording and storage synonymously.
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Figure 1: Con�guration of a multimedia on-demand service� Time continuum of each media stream: A media stream consists of a sequence of media quantasuch as video frames or audio samples, which convey meaning only when presented continuouslyin time (this is unlike a textual object for instance, in which spatial continuity is su�cient). Amultimedia server must ensure that the playback of each media stream proceeds at its real-timerate. Whereas ensuring the continuity of an isolated media stream is relatively straight-forward(given that the server's data transfer rate is at least as high as the playback rate of a media stream),satisfying multiple subscribers without violating the playback rates of any of their requested mediastreams necessitates the employment of sophisticated admission control mechanisms.� Synchronization between media streams: Playback of multiple media streams constituting a multi-media object should not only be continuous, but also temporally coordinated. In the presence ofrate mismatches among mediaphones and jitter in network delays, media streams may fall out ofsynchrony during their playback, and explicit resynchronization mechanisms are essential.Most of the multimedia services that are being built or proposed make use of analog transmissionand storage of video and audio by employing cable-TV style distribution network and crossbar switchesfor routing [12, 19]. On the other hand, multimedia services that are indeed digital and integrated intodistributed computing systems, have focused mainly on still images and/or audio [1, 24, 8, 16, 13, 5, 23].A qualitative proposal for a digital video on-demand service is presented by Sincoskie in [21]. However,a comprehensive quantitative study of optimal techniques for designing high-performance multi-usermultimedia on-demand information servers has not received much attention.In the recent past, many research projects have begun investigating storage issues in digital multi-media systems. The Cambridge Pandora project [10] and Matsushita's Real Time Storage System [14]
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 3have begun investigating low level storage mechanisms for digital video. Anderson et al [2] and Gammellet al [7] have described �le system designs for supporting multiple audio channel playback, and haveproposed techniques for providing hard performance guarantees. A model for the design of a �le systemfor storing real-time video and audio streams individually on magnetic disks have been presented byRangan and Vin[20]. However, admission control policies for continuity-guaranteed servicing of multiplesubscribers simultaneously has not received much attention.The problem of inter-media synchronization has begun to receive attention only recently. Steinmetz[22] and Little et al. [11] have presented models for formally describing synchronization requirementsamong media streams. Nicoloau [15] proposes a two-level synchronization scheme in which synchro-nization requirements can be speci�ed at a logical data level and implemented at a physical data level.Anderson et al. [3] describe algorithms for recovering from loss of synchrony among interrupt-drivenmedia I/O devices, and is mainly applicable to single-site multimedia workstations. Network proto-cols for media synchronization have been presented by Escobar et al. [6]. These protocols, which canadapt to dynamic changes in network delays, assume the presence of globally sychronized clocks at alltimes. However, mediaphones directly connected to integrated networks may lack the sophistication torun elaborate clock synchronization protocols. Furthermore, these mediaphones may belong to di�erentorganizations, which may not want to synchronize their clocks. As a result, globally synchronized clocksmay not exist in such environments. Sometimes, media streams recorded at di�erent times may berequired to be synchronized during playback, e.g., audio dubbing. Since there may not be any common-ality in time of existence of the recording devices, there may be mismatches in recording rates. In such acase, media synchronization cannot be enforced merely by synchronizing the clocks of the mediaphonesused for playback. Protocols for synchronous multimedia retrieval over integrated networks, in the faceof non-deterministic variations in network delays and absence of globally synchronized clocks requireimmediate attention.In this article, we formulate the problem of maintaining continuity of playback of each mediastream in the presence of multiple subscriber requests, and present admission control algorithms thatpermit a multimedia server to satisfy the maximum number of subscribers simultaneously. In order toguarantee synchronous playback of media streams transmitted by the mulitmedia server to subscribersover metropolitan area networks, we present a feedback technique in which a multimedia server useslight-weight messages called feedback units, transmitted back to it by subscribers' mediaphones, to detectasynchronies among them, and to steer them back to synchrony thereafter.1 System ArchitectureThe system architecture of a multimedia on-demand service comprises of a multimedia server con-nected to subscribers' mediaphones via a metropolitan area network (see Figure 2). Whereas the mul-timedia server is composed of a large system of randomly accessible storage disks (magnetic or optical),
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 4Symbol Explanation Unit�ms Granularity of media storage media units/blocksmu Size of a media unit bits/media unitlds Scattering parameter secRdr Disk data retrieval rate bits/sec� Nominal period of media at mediaphones sec� Fractional drift in playback period at mediaphones fractionRpl 1��(1��) , Fastest rate of media playback at mediaphones media units/sec�min Minimum network delay of a media unit sec�max Maximum network delay of a media unit secp(n) Playback initiation time of media unit n at a mediaphone secA Maximum tolerable asynchrony media unitsTable 1: Symbols used in this article. A media unit represents a frame for video, and a sample for audio.subscribers' mediaphones are simple media capture and display subsystems that are connected directly(as opposed to via a host computer) to the network. The architecture of each of these subsystems iselaborated next.
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Figure 2: System architecture of a multimedia on-demand service1.1 Storage Server SubsystemThe multimedia server organizes the storage of each media stream on the disk in terms of blocks.Most existing storage server architectures resort to random allocation of blocks on disk, resulting inunconstrained delay between retrievals of successive media blocks of a media stream. Alternatively,contiguous allocation of blocks of a media stream on disk can guarantee timely retrieval, but is fraught
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 5with inherent problems of fragmentation, and can entail enormous copying overheads during insertionsand deletions. Constrained block allocation, in which successive blocks of a media stream are placed ondisk such that the separation between them does not exceed the playback duration of a media block, canguarantee timely retrieval without entailing the disadvantages of contiguous allocation scheme. Formally,using the symbols de�ned in Table 1, in which the term granularity denotes the size of a block and theterm scattering parameter denotes the separation between consecutive blocks, it can be shown that, inconstrained block allocation: lds + �ms � smuRdr � �msRpl (1)where, lds denotes the time to scan from the end of one media block to the beginning of the next mediablock of a media stream, �ms�smuRdr denotes the time to retrieve a media block from the disk, and �msRpldenotes the playback duration of a media block. The multimedia server computes the relative values ofgranularity (�ms) and scattering parameters (lds) for each media stream so as to satisfy Equation (1).While servicing multiple subscribers, a multimedia server retrieves media blocks from disk, andtransmits them over a network to subscribers' mediaphones for playback. A request for real-time playbackof a media stream across a metropolitan area network may need to be admitted based on the availabilityof resources both at the network and at the multimedia server before the service can be rendered. Inthis article, we develop algorithms for admission control at the multimedia server. However, the diskschedules derived by the server admission control algorithms may not exactly match the transmissionschedules obtained from network-speci�c admission control algorithms [9]. Di�erences in the disk accessand network transmission schedules are smoothened out by bu�ering media blocks in an internal cacheat the server prior to transmission on the network.1.2 Network and Display SubsystemThe multimedia server and subscribers' mediaphones are interconnected by an integrated broadbandmetropolitan area network, such as B-ISDN, that may introduce a delay bounded between [�min;�max]for each media unit.The display subsystem of the multimedia on-demand service consists of mediaphones P1, P2,..., Pm,which are assumed to be simple devices capable of digitizing and transmitting, or receiving and playingback media units, but lacking the sophistication to run elaborate time rate synchronization protocols.Hence, the mediaphones may have mismatches in rates of recording and playback. We assume that thenominal period of recording and playback of a media unit at a mediaphone is �, and the maximumfractional drift from the nominal period is bounded by �. These drifts are small enough for us to neglecthigher powers of � and thereby approximate 11�� to (1 + �) and 11+� to (1 � �). As a result, the actualperiod �(n) of a media unit n may take any value between � � (1� �) and � � (1 + �).
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 62 Admission ControlA multimedia server may be required to service multiple subscriber requests simultaneously. In thebest scenario, all the subscribers request the retrieval of the same media stream and the multimediaserver only needs to retrieve the media stream once from the disk and then multicast it to all thesubscribers. However, more often than not, di�erent subscribers may request retrieval of di�erent mediastreams; even when the same media stream is being requested by multiple subscribers, there may bephase di�erences among their requests (such as each subscriber retrieving a di�erent portion of thestream at the same time). A simple scheme for guaranteeing real-time retrieval of each of the requestsis to dedicate a disk head per request. However, this limits the total number of requests that can beserviced simultaneously to the number of disk heads, which may be orders of magnitude smaller thanthe number of subscribers needed to make the multimedia on-demand server economically viable.In this section, we develop algorithms for maximizing the number of subscriber requests that canbe serviced simultaneously, under the constraint that the retrieval of all of the requested media streamsmust proceed at their respective playback rates. In order to precisely formulate this requirement, letus suppose that a multimedia server has admitted r subscribers, each of whom is retrieving a mediastream. The multimedia server multiplexes among all the r subscriber requests, retrieving a �nite numberof blocks ki of each request i 2 [1; r], before switching to the next request. Each sequence of k1; k2; :::; krretrievals constitutes a service round, and the multimedia server repeatedly executes service rounds untilthe completion of all the requests. Whereas the granularity and scattering parameters govern the rate ofretrieval of successive media blocks of a media stream, switching from one media stream to another mayentail an overhead of up to the maximum seek time to move the disk head from a block in one stream toa block of another stream (since the layout does not constrain the relative positions of di�erent streams).Thus, the total time spent retrieving ki blocks of ith request in a service round consists of: (1) �: theoverhead of switching from the (i�1)th request to the ith request, and then transferring the �rst block ofthe ith request, and (2) �: the time to transfer remaining (ki�1) blocks of the ith request in this serviceround. If �1ms; �2ms; :::; �rms denote the granularities, l1ds; l2ds; :::; lrds denote the scattering parameters, andR1pl;R2pl; :::;Rrpl denote the playback rates of the r streams being retrieved simultaneously, then thecontinuous retrieval of each of the requests can be guaranteed if and only if the total service time perround does not exceed the minimum of the playback durations of all the requests [20]. That is,rXi=1((lmaxseek + �ims � simuRdr )| {z }� +(ki � 1) � (lids + �ims � simuRdr )| {z }� ) � mini2[1;r](ki � �imsRipl ) (2)The multimedia server can service all the r requests simultaneously if and only if k1; k2; :::; kr can bedetermined such that Equation (2) is satis�ed. Since this formulation contains r variables and only oneequation, determination of the values of k1; k2; :::; kr requires additional policies.
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 7The simplest policy is to assign equal values to k1; k2; :::; and kr, yielding what is generally referredto as a round robin servicing algorithm [20]. Formally, if k1 = k2 = � � � = kr = k, Equation 2 yields themaximum number of subscriber requests that can be serviced in a round robin algorithm to be:rcmax = �avgmsRmaxpl � (lavgds + �avgms �savgmuRdr ) (3)Clearly, the number of subscriber requests that can be serviced by the round robin algorithm islimited by the request with maximum playback rate. Furthermore, the request with the maximumplayback rate will have retrieved exactly the number of data blocks it needs for the duration of a serviceround, whereas other requests whose playback rates are smaller will have retrieved more data blocksthan they need in each service round. Consequently, by reducing the number of data blocks retrievedper service round for such subscriber requests, it may be possible to accommodate larger number ofsubscribers.At the other extreme is an exhaustive algorithm, which initially assigns the minimum value to eachki, i.e., k1 = k2 = � � � = kr = 1, and then selectively increments the values of each ki until the continuousretrieval equation (Equation (2)) is satis�ed. The values of k1; k2; :::; kr thus obtained can be shownto be minimal [4], thereby guaranteeing that minimal time is spent on each subscriber and maximumnumber of subscribers are serviced during a service round. However, the computational overhead of suchan algorithm can be prohibitive.We propose a Quality Proportional Multi-subscriber Servicing (QPMS) algorithm, in which thenumber of blocks retrieved during each service round for each subscriber request is proportional to itsplayback rate. Thus, if k is the proportionality constant, we get, k1 = k � R1pl, k2 = k � R2pl, ...,kr = k � Rrpl. Substituting the values of ki in Equation (2) yields:rXi=1((lmaxseek + �ims � simuRdr ) + (k � Ripl � 1) � (lids + �ims � simuRdr )) � k � mini2[1;r] �ims (4)The variation of k with respect to r, as de�ned by Equation (4), is depicted in Figure 3. Furthermore,we can derive the maximumnumber of requests rpmax that can be serviced simultaneously from Equation(4), and is given by: rpmax � b �avgmsRavgpl � (lavgds + �avgms �savgmuRdr ) c (5)Given the number of subscriber requests r � rpmax, Equation (4) can also be used to determine k,from which we can obtain the values of k1, k2, ..., kr. However, the values of ki so obtained may not beintegral. Since playback of media streams proceed in terms of quanta such as video frames, if each blockis assumed to contain a quantum, then retrieval of a fraction of a block cannot be used for playback,causing the playback to starve until the remaining fraction arrives, possibly in the next service round.To avert such situations, the number of blocks retrieved in each service round must be integral for all therequests, to accomplish which we have proposed a staggered toggling technique in [25]. In this technique,
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Figure 3: Variation in k with respect to the number of subscriber requests (r). For all values of r > rpmax,Equation (4) yields k < 0, indicating that the multimedia server cannot service more than rpmax requestssimultaneously.the number of blocks retrieved for each subscriber request i during each round toggles between bkic anddkie, so that on an average, the retrieval rate is ki blocks per service round. Furthermore, the togglingfor various subscriber requests is staggered: the toggling up for one subscriber is matched by the togglingdown for another subscriber, so that, over all, there is no net increase in the service time of any roundand hence, no violation of continuity requirements. The subscribers for whom the number of blockstoggles up are exactly those who may face an impending starvation owing to an earlier toggling down ina preceding service round. This technique is shown to be provably correct, i.e., it satis�es the continuityrequirements of each media stream in each service round [25].It can be seen from Equation (5) that the QPMS algorithm can admit a much larger number ofsubscriber requests compared to the round robin algorithm, if there is a large variation in the playbackrates of media streams requested by subscribers. In fact, it can be shown that the QPMS algorithm isprovably optimal, that is, given any set of r subscriber requests a priori, if there is a set of k01; k02; :::; k0rsatisfying the continuous retrieval equation (Equation (2)), then the QPMS algorithm is guaranteed toyield non-negative integers k1; k2; :::; kr that also satisfy Equation (2) [25].If the total number of subscriber requests that need to be admitted are not known a priori, butmay change dynamically, then continuity should not only be maintained during steady state, but alsoduring transitions accompanying dynamic admission of new subscribers. To see why, suppose that amultimedia server receives a new request while servicing a set of r requests. If r + 1 � rpmax, then themultimedia server can compute the new value of k, namely knew, necessary for satisfying (r+1) requests.If knew = kold (where, kold is the value of k using which the multimedia server has been servicing theexisting r requests), then the multimedia server can immediately admit the (r+1)th subscriber request.However, if knew 6= kold , then knew > kold (see Figure 3), and the multimedia server computes the new
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 9values of ki, namely knewi = knew �Ripl, for all i 2 [1; r+1], and begins transferring knewi blocks for eachi 2 [1; r+1]. However, during the �rst service round after admitting the (r+1)th subscriber, the numberof blocks available to the ith subscriber for playback are those of the previous service round, namelykoldi , the time for which may fall short of the time spent to transfer knewi blocks for each i 2 [1; r + 1],leading to a violation of continuity requirement during this transitional service round. In order to avoidsuch a transitional discontinuity, the QPMS algorithm can be modi�ed such that the time to transfer(ki + 1) blocks (i.e., k �Ripl instead of k �Ripl � 1) is used in the left hand side of Equation (4), but thetime to playback ki blocks is used on its right hand side (i.e., no change in the right hand side). In sucha case, it can be shown that 8r < rpmax, the di�erence between right hand side and the left hand sideof Equation (4) increases with increase in k, as a consequence of which a smooth transition from kold toknew can be guaranteed in steps of 1, yielding a QPMS admission control algorithm that supports bothtransient and steady state continuity of media playback for subscribers.3 Inter-Media Synchrony During RetrievalDuring the simultaneous retrieval of multiple media streams (such as video and audio) constitutinga multimedia object, it is required to not only maintain continuity of each media stream (using admissioncontrol mechanisms described earlier), but also preserve the temporal relationships that existed amongthose media streams at the time of their recording. When the rates of all the mediaphones are perfectlymatched (because of their matching clock rates), and the network delays experienced by media unitsbetween a multimedia server and the mediaphones are deterministic, synchronization between mediacan be guaranteed if the multimedia server �rst instructs the mediaphones to begin their playbackafter preset delays following the reception of the �rst media unit, and then transmits media units tothese mediaphones at a constant rate. However, in the face of network jitter and rate mismatches,the mediaphones may go out of synchrony soon after the commencement of playback. To see why,suppose that the multimedia server starts the transmission of media streams to a mediaphone at time T .Network jitter may cause the mediaphone to begin playback as early as T +�min or as late as T +�max.Therefore, an initial asynchrony of at most (�max��min) may exist between any pair of mediaphones.Owing to rate mismatches, the maximum fractional values of which can be ��, some mediaphones mayplayback at the fastest rate (with a period of � � (1 � �)), whereas some others may playback at theslowest rate (with a period of � � (1+ �)). Asynchrony between two mediaphones which playback at thefastest and slowest rates, respectively, will increase as playback progresses, reaching a maximum of:A = d (�max ��min) + 2 � � � � � ns� � (1� �) e (6)where A represents the maximum asynchrony between mediaphones at the time the slowest mediaphoneis playing back media unit ns [17]. It may be observed from Equation (6) that the maximum asynchronyincreases linearly with progression of media playback (i.e., ns), and is unacceptable in practice. Hence,additional mechanisms are required for enforcing synchronization between media streams.
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 10In order to facilitate synchronous retrieval, the multimedia server determines and notes down tem-poral relationships between media streams at the time of their storage. Since the media streams maybe recorded at di�erent mediaphones, possibly at di�erent times, but may be required to be playedback synchronously, it is convenient to represent the temporal relationships in the form of Relative TimeStamps (RTSs). We assume that at the time of recording, the multimedia server assigns (RTSs) to allmedia units of the media streams. Simultaneity of playback of a set of media units is indicated byequality of RTSs associated with them. (Techniques for assigning RTSs to media units are elaborated in[18].) The multimedia server, since it maintains information about the temporal relationships betweenmedia streams, is best suited to handle synchronization during retrieval with little additional overhead.In order to resynchronize mediaphones that have gone out of synchrony, the multimedia server may haveto speed up some mediaphones and slow down some others, thereby causing breaks in continuity of theirplayback. The playback of at most one stream, which we will call as the master, can be spared fromsuch discontinuities. While the master always plays back at its natural rate, all other streams, whichtake on the role of slaves, may be subject to skips and pauses in order to remain synchronized with themaster. The choice of the master stream is dependent on the application. For example, when viewing amultimedia document, if smoothness of audio playback is of utmost importance, the audio stream servesas the master and drives the playback. The video stream, being the slave, may be subject to deletionsor duplications of frames in order to synchronize its playback with that of audio. We now present afeedback mechanism in which the multimedia server uses feedback units, periodically transmitted backto it from master and slave mediaphones, to estimate playback asynchronies between those mediaphones,and steer them back to synchrony.3.1 Feedback Mechanism for Detecting AsynchronyMediaphones generate feedback units concurrently with the playback of selected media units (butnot necessarily with playback of every media unit), and transmit them back to the multimedia server(see Figure 4). Each feedback unit is a light-weight message containing only the RTS of the media unitthat was concurrently played back at the time of the feedback unit's generation; hence, its transmissionimposes little overhead on the network.
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 11Using the bounds, �min and �max on network delays, the multimedia server, upon receiving afeedback unit fnm (corresponding to media unit nm) at time � (fnm ) from the master mediaphone Pm,can estimate the earliest and latest possible times, pe(nm) and pl(nm) at which playback of media unitnm could have been initiated to be: pe(nm) = � (fnm )��max (7)pl(nm) = � (fnm) ��min (8)Media units are played back periodically, with the playback period varying between � � (1 � �) and� � (1+ �), where � is the nominal playback period and � is its maximum fractional drift. Therefore, themultimedia server can predict the earliest and latest possible times of playback of all future media unitsnm + �m as follows: pe(nm + �m) = pe(nm) + �m � � � (1� �) (9)pl(nm + �m) = pl(nm) + �m � � � (1 + �) (10)Similar computations can be carried out when the multimedia server receives a feedback unit fns froma slave mediaphone. Using the above estimates, the multimedia server can determine media units thatmay be played back concurrently at the master and slave mediaphones (here, concurrently means closestin time, and it can be shown that the closest separation can be at most half the display period, whichcan be at most ��(1+�)2 ). To see how, observe that the earliest and latest playback times of any mediaunit nm + �m which may possibly be played back concurrently with media unit ns should be such that(see Figure 5): pl(nm + �m) � pe(ns)� � � (1 + �)2and pe(nm + �m) � pl(ns) + � � (1 + �)2Substituting for pe(nm + �m) and pl(nm + �m) from Equations (9) and (10) in the above equations andsolving for nm + �m, we have �m � (pe(ns)� pl(nm))� ��(1+�)2� � (1 + �) (11)and �m � (pl(ns) � pe(nm)) + ��(1+�)2� � (1 � �) (12)Using the earliest and latest playback times of media units nm and ns, the multimedia server can thusdetermine a range of media units, [nm+ �em; nm+ � lm] which could possibly be played back concurrentlywith media unit ns, where nm + �em is the smallest unit satisfying Equation (11) and nm + � lm is thelargest media unit satisfying Equation (12).Playback is synchronous if media units that are being played back concurrently at the masterand slave have the same RTS. On the other hand, any mismatch in RTSs of media units being played
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LFigure 5: Determination of a media unit (nm+ �m) that could have been played back concurrently withns; The playback interval of (nm + �m) must be within the interval [E;L], where E = pe(ns)� ��(1+�)2and L = pl(ns) + ��(1+�)2 .back concurrently at the master and slave is symptomatic of asynchrony between the master and slavemediaphones. In such a case, the multimedia server may have to take corrective action to bring the slaveback to synchrony with the master. Since the multimedia server determines a range of master mediaunits (as opposed to a unique media unit), [nm + �em; nm + � lm] that could be played back concurrentlywith a media unit ns of a slave, there may be some situations in which asynchrony could possibly existand some others in which asynchrony is guaranteed to exist. Between these two extremes there are awhole range of situations in which the multimedia server can detect and correct asynchrony. The policiesfor deciding when to trigger resynchronization can range from deterministic ones, which take into accountonly the bounds on network delays and rate mismatches, to probabilistic ones, which resynchronize basedon statistical distributions of network delays and playback rates. These policies are elaborated below:� Conservative policies trigger remedial resynchronization only when asynchrony is guaranteed toexist, i.e. when RTS(ns) =2 [RTS(nm + �em);RTS(nm + � lm)]. The slave lags or leads the masterdepending on whether RTS(ns) < RTS(nm + �em) or RTS(ns) > RTS(nm + � lm), respectively.� Aggressive policies, on the other hand, trigger resynchronization even if there is a slight chance ofasynchrony i.e., when there exists n0m 2 [nm + �em; nm + � lm], such that RTS(n0m) 6= RTS(ns). Theslave lags or leads the master depending on whether RTS(ns) < RTS(n0m) or RTS(ns) > RTS(n0m),respectively.� Probabilistic policies use statistical distributions of network delays and playback periods to es-timate the probability distributions of playback times of media units from the observed arrivaltimes of feedback units. The probability distribution of asynchrony, which is the di�erence be-tween playback times of media units at the master and the slave, can then be computed as aconvolution of the individual probability distributions of the playback times. Resynchronization istriggered whenever the probability of asynchrony exceeds a threshold value, which can, of course,be application-speci�c.In order to resynchronize, the multimedia server duplicates or deletes an appropriate number ofmedia units in its transmission queues destined for a leading or a lagging slave device, respectively (theslave devices themselves can take this action, but in general, they may not be sophisticated enough tohandle such control functions). Whereas the conservative policy represents a \no risk" approach and
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 13initiates resynchronization only when it is guaranteed not to accentuate asynchrony, the aggressive policyis a \high risk" approach, whose potential advantage is detection of asynchrony at the earliest possiblechance. The probabilistic policies, since they take into account the delay characteristics of networks, canbe potentially more e�ective than either purely conservative or purely aggressive policies.3.2 Minimizing Feedback TransmissionThe multimedia server, since it may not be able to determine exactly the playback times of mediaunits at the master and slave mediaphones, may be unable to completely resynchronize the master andslave mediaphones. The residual asynchrony,  that may exist between the master and slave mediaphonesimmediately following a resynchronization, is dependent on the precision of the multimedia server'sestimates of playback times at the mediaphones and on the resynchronization policy being employed.Starting from this residual value, asynchrony of a slave may again increase with progression of playback,owing to network delay jitter and variations in playback periods. Such an increase may be allowed upto amaximum tolerable limit, by when the multimedia server must have received the next feedback unit fromthe mediaphone and initiated the next resynchronization. In order to minimize additional overheads dueto feedback transmission, it is desirable to maximize the interval between successive resynchronizations;the maximumallowable interval is directly determined by the di�erence between the maximum tolerableasynchrony and the residual asynchrony immediately following resynchronization, . The minimum rateat which feedbacks can be transmitted, so as to still restrict the maximumpossible asynchrony to withintolerable limit is expressed as the minimum feedback ratio, which is de�ned as the ratio of number offeedback units transmitted to media units played back at a mediaphone. Given the maximum tolerableasynchrony A (that can be speci�ed by an application based on human perception needs), the minimumfeedback ratio, F can be computed to be [17]:F = b 1A���(1��)2���(1��)�3��max+�min��(1+�) � �(1��)2�� c (13)4 Bu�ering RequirementsWhereas the arrival of a feedback unit from a mediaphone enables a multimedia server to estimatethe playback instant of the feedback unit's corresponding media unit to within an accuracy of delayjitter (�max ��min), the accuracy of prediction of playback instants of later media units decreases bytwice the drift for each successive media unit (see Equations 7-10). In order to guarantee starvation-freeplayback at a mediaphone, the multimedia server must transmit each media unit so as to ensure itsavailability at a mediaphone prior to its earliest predicted playback time. Since network delays can beas high as �max, a media unit must be transmitted by the multimedia server at least �max prior tothat unit's earliest predicted playback time. However, if the actual network delay experienced by mediaunits is less than �max, or if the actual playback instants of media units are later than their earliest
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Designing an On-Demand Multimedia Service 14predicted playback times, media units will be received at their mediaphones earlier than their scheduledtimes of playback, and will have to be bu�ered. We will now compute the maximum bu�ering that isneeded at display devices.The two factors that contribute to accumulation of media units in bu�ers at mediaphones are: (1)delay jitter, and (2) fractional drift in playback periods. Bu�ering due to delay jitter attains a maximumvalue when media units experience minimumdelays (�min). This component of bu�ering can be shownto be [17]: 2�(�max��min)��(1+�) . Bu�ering due to drift in playback period of media units reaches a maximumvalue when the playback period of each media unit is largest (i.e., � � (1 + �)) and increases by 2��1+�for each media unit transmitted after the arrival of the most recent feedback unit. The arrival of asubsequent feedback unit from a mediaphone enables the multimedia server to more accurately revise(to within delay jitter �max ��min) its estimates of the playback instant of the very next media unitat that mediaphone, allowing the multimedia server to delay the transmission time of that very nextmedia unit until media units accumulated so far at that mediaphone's bu�ers are consumed. The totalmaximum bu�ering needed is governed by the feedback ratio F , and can be shown to be given by [17]:B = d2 � (�max ��min) + 4 ��max � �� � (1� �2) + 2 � �F � (1� �)e (14)The available bu�ering must equal at least the maximumneeded bu�ering B, so as to avert anomaliessuch as bu�er overruns (which lead to media losses).5 Experience and Performance EvaluationIn order to experimentally evaluate the performance of policies and algorithms for admission controland synchronous retrieval, we are developing a prototype multimedia server at the UCSD Multimedialaboratory (see Figure 6). The multimedia server is being implemented on a 486-PC with multiplegigabytes of storage. Media streams are recorded and played back at multimedia stations, each of whichconsists of a computing workstation, an audiophone, and a videophone. Audiophones digitize audiosignals at 8 Kilobytes per second and the videophones digitize and compresses motion video at real-timerates.We have carried out preliminary performance estimations of the admission control algorithm and theresynchronization policies. We have assumed a multimedia server containing an array of 120 disks, eachwith a data transfer bandwidth of 1 Gigabyte per second. Network delays of media units are assumedto be exponentially distributed between 50 and 60 ms (values beyond 60 ms were approximated to 60ms). The maximum fractional drift in playback periods at mediaphones is assumed to be � = 10�4.At an average playback rate of 22.5 frames per second, which is the case for a pool of requestswith half the requests are at a playback rate of 30 frames per second and the other half at a rate of15 frames per second, the maximum number of simultaneous subscriber requests that can be admittedby a multimedia server were found to be 10666 and 8000 using the QPMS and round robin algorithms,
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Multimedia ServerFigure 6: Hardware con�guration of our multimedia server prototyperespectively. These values are two orders of magnitude greater than 120 subscribers supported bystraightforward multiplexing techniques such as one subscriber per disk head, thereby demonstratingthe scalability of the QPMS algorithm.A comparison of the e�ectiveness of conservative, aggressive and probabilistic resynchronizationpolicies for audio and video playback with audio as the master stream reveals that the aggressive policyperforms best only at higher values of the tolerable asynchrony. This is because, lower the tolerableasynchrony, greater is the ratio of network jitter to the tolerable asynchrony and hence, greater arethe number of instances in which the network jitter may, by itself falsely trigger resynchronization. Insuch cases, the aggressive policy over reacts, and introduces excessive deletions and duplications (ofmedia units) that tend to have an oscillatory impact on the asynchrony, thereby increasing the averageasynchrony. The conservative policy, unlike the highly reactive aggressive policy, reacts only if it canconclude with certainty that media units with the same RTS are not being played back concurrently.Hence, it does not trigger false resynchronizations like the aggressive policy and consequently performsbetter than the aggressive policy at lower asynchrony. At higher asynchronies, however, the conservativepolicy, since it delays resynchronization until an asynchrony equal to the maximum tolerable value isguaranteed to exist, entails larger average asynchrony than the aggressive policy. In contrast, the prob-abilistic policy adapts best to changing values of tolerable asynchrony and exhibits moderate reactivityat all asynchronies.6 Concluding RemarksIt is envisaged that future advances in networking and storage technologies will make it feasibleto build multimedia on-demand servers providing services similar to those of a neighborhood videotape
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